
Swan Lake Narratives with Lenny

It was windy at Swan Lake the other day. I love watching the Cottowood

trees at the lake blowing in the wind. They are in the poplar family and like

poplar and aspen trees their leaves are dark green on top and silvery on

the bottom.

Black Cottonwoods on the coast can grow over

100ft high.  They have some really

huge ones at Swan Lake.

At this time of year the seed pods on the female trees are ripe

and bursting open. Did you know they have male and female

trees? It was a surprise to me when anaturalist told me that.

Snow is in the air

When the wind blows the leaves flip

over and the tree magically changes

colour.

When fully open you can see the “cotton” fluff

that acts as a parachute to disperse the seeds.
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It even gathers in drifts under the

female trees. I wonder how you can

tell a female tree from a male tree?

I had a lot of questions on this walk

like, “What kind of bird is this little

baby chick?"

I also wondered, “What is this interesting plant

just emerging from the water?"

Then I thought, “Why are these goslings,

whose wings still don’t have any flight

feathers, running so fast?"

He came out on the trail and walked

right up to me. He didn’t seem willing to

fly and he wasn’t afraid of people. What

was he doing? Maybe he had just

fledged and was recently out of the

nest so still learning how to use those

new feathers.

Snow is in the air
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I was getting tired out by all these mysteries and was just about to head

home when a very nice lady asked me a question, “Would you like to see an

owl? "Well there is no better pick up line than that down at the nature

sanctuary, so without stopping to think I said, “YES!" and started running

after her down a trail into the woods like a gosling running after its mom

asking myself,"Where is it? Where is it? Can she see it yet?”    

Can you see it in this picture?

But what was he doing waving a talon at me? I’ve had

never seen an owl trying to give me a high five before.

Except Barred owls have four talons, three facing forward

and one facing back, so I guess it was a high four wave.

So many questions, some answered and

some not. I will have to head back to walk

the trails at Swan Lake again to see if I can

find the answers. 

It turned out mom and dad were just around

the corner and they were rushing to catch up.

Wait, does that goose really have two heads?

He was well camouflaged in the

branches of a tall tree.

Snow is in the air
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